The Stokers' 2020 Quiz - Items of clothing

The answer to each question is an item of clothing (if it's a hat, we need the type of hat - e.g. "Trilby" or "Stetson" etc)
All money donated will go to Action for Children – a national charity which "protects and supports children and young people, providing practical and emotional care and
support ensuring their voices are heard and campaigning to bring lasting improvements to their lives." (actionforchildren.org.uk). If you are able, please donate via our "Just
Giving" webpage at https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/stokerquiz2020 - which enables Gift Aid to be claimed automatically.
We operate a "Trust the Puzzler" policy and welcome a donation of at least £1.50 from anyone who uses this quiz. If not using Just Giving, please pay us by cash or cheque
(payable to "Dialstone Lane Methodist Church") and we’ll pass it on.
This year, we are again indebted to Jane and Mike Hollins, who road-tested the rough clues we produced.
Please add your name and contact details on the bottom this sheet before you return it.

Please send answers to us at 162 Mile End Lane, Stockport, Cheshire SK2 6BY or to andy.stoker@btinternet.com before midnight(!) on 31st January 2021. A gift token prize will be awarded to
the best set of answers. Feel free to use this quiz for your own purposes after this date - electronic version of this, and past quizzes, available. Answers available after 31 Jan (SAE /email please).
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Apparently accommodates 40 quarts up top
Connecting the head of a large marine reptile to its
body
From an atoll, sometimes yellow with polka dots
Helmet exposing part of the face and possibly worn
by the gallant six hundred
Fosbury, Edwards and Beamon, sometimes woolly
Neckwear for William Tell and Robin
Often feather, worn loosely around the neck but
sometimes can constrict
Sounds like they steal female underwear
Sounds wholly minty - worn for chukkas?
The topping from Melton Mowbray perhaps
Trousers that might be thought to include a clanger
at the end
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What Desmond wears for ballet?
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As worn (musically) by a small rodent in a Dutch windmill
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Baseball equipment poetically lost by young cats
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Maybe coming from Wormwood to be worn in hospital
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Workwear covering everything
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Is in to garb like a Roman
Knitted opening sweater from the west Wales bay?
Not long - and ideal underwear for Cooper, London and
Liston
Casual top, said to be got after going there.
Headwear in a well-fed or a satiated type
Took property without permission - worn around the neck
Straw headwear for three men but probably not
Montmorency
Sleeveless garment - the craft of William Schwenck and
Arthur
Worn over and goes with gooseberry, Cod, Horn and
Wrath
A two-piece in the rain or a one-piece for the water
Tailored briefs that might be expected to disappear in a
triangle
Worn on top by Trueman, Anderson and Willis?
Footwear created when Notts shopkeeper Jesse met an
Iron nobleman
A schoolchild's jacket from a roaring fire
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Protection in the kitchen or the front of a stage
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Headgear traditionally worn by Dr John's companion
solving a speckled band mystery

(groan alert) - what the constable jokingly said his
chest was under
Directional marine headgear
A former PM was said to have encouraged
embracing this casual top (or the person wearing it)
A hooded coat, found in tartan or a knitted object
Footwear formed from transgressive additions to
coffee and cocoa mix?
Headwear found in a sombre room
A type of bread, flowers on display or knee-length
knickers
Apparently belonging to Ms Harlow, Ms Shrimpton,
M. Cocteau or M. Renoir

Please add your name and contact details:
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